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ABSTRACT

The localization model of Brezini and Olivier describing weak
disorder is extended to strong disorder. The Anderson transition is
examined in the case of Cauchy distribution for the site energies.
The critical value of the degree of disorder Y is compared with
other theories.
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Electronic processes in non-crystalline materials {Mott and Davis,1971)

are closely related to the nature of the eigenstates and particularly from

their localisation properties. Anderson's model (1959), through a linearized

random tight-binding Hamiltonian describing the competition between the

tunnelling of electrons from one s i te to each other and the effect of "the

spread of the s i t e energies has pointed out conclusions of universal validity

which are important in describing metal-non-metal transitions in the disordered

system and the distinction between extended and localized s ta tes .

In th is f ield, recently Brezini and Olivier (1981), by using an

improved method of approximation based on the localization criterion of

Kumar, Heinrich and Kumar (1975)• have examined the behaviour of the mobility

edge near the band edge. Such a situation is expected to describe metal

oxide semiconductors {Pepper,19TT) and amorphous semiconductors (Davis, 1980)

since in these materials the degree of disorder is relatively small compared

to the prediction of Anderson for localization of a l l the s ta tes .

The purpose of the present paper is to extend the range of validity

of the previous model (Brezini and Olivier) to strong disorder, namely to the

centre of the band (E = 0) where the Anderson transit ion appears and to

compare the results with other theories.

In Anderson's model, the loealizabil i ty of an eigenstate i s related

to the convergence of a renormalized perturbation series (EPS). The convergence

ie examined in terms of probability since the RPS contains random variables.

In the absence of cloBed paths in a Cayley t r ee , the number of self-avoiding

walks i s limited to the nearest neighbours and consequently the RPS i s

truncated to the leading term which introduces considerable simplifications.

The self-energy SjE) of an electron in a localized state at the
i

s i t e i may be expressed by

S.(E)
V2.

E - e. - S.(E)

° 3
( 1 )
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where e. is the energy of the site j given by a probability distribution
J

P (e)i V.. the hopping integrals "between the sites i and j taken to "be

equal to a constant V for i and j nearest neighbours and aero otherwise,

and K the connectivity of the lattice, i .e. the co-ordination number less

In the oase of a Cauchy distribution for the site energies

(2)
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the salf-eonsis-teirfc dJ5terma-natioEi of tifee prot>afciiXity di-s.tr i tuition or the

self-energy PgCS )̂ • may'- be, perfornfed-exactly.'(see-Abou-Ctiacraand. Tfcoulefis.iST1*")•

The., self-energy is also givtn by a Cauchy distribution peaked at y with a
width r such as

u + ir E - ii - iy - i r

After some transformations, Eg,. (3) becomes

(3)

- „)
(E - 2y)2

- K V 2

The Anderson transit ion occurs i t the centre of the band where the
most probable value 11 of the real part of the self-energy vanishes. Thus
the pxQbl«h i-s to fiid'tlte-jirofft.pcD'bBfta.-e^ftlue 11 as a.fnnction of the

•' disorder' T afld.to-look for the c-ritieal',.airf&rdei'' Ttf for which y i s
£«sro> We know ftt»-our"prBviou* wort tBresini and". Olivier) that the relation
between the variables E, y and y is given by:

W - T v +
(5)

In the same- vay we have also computed the value.of u in the limit of weak

disorder (Table I). By assuming the continuity of p(y)> since the disorder

is symmetric, one can take the asymptotic form of the curve (Fig.l) as as

approximation. Then the critical disorder found ia for K « S:

(6)r̂ - 3.6

yields
Substitution of the values of y given by the curve (Fig.l) and Sq.

the mobility edge E by a self-consistent calculation (Tig.2) for a l l the
range of disorder y from zero to y .

The qualitative be&aviour of the mobility edge obtained is similar

to that of Abou-Chacraet a l . expected in the region of weak disorder (Fig.3).

We have to remember that they neglected the real part of the self-energy in

thaix treatment; th is approximation is the "upper limit condition" argued

by Anderson but only valid for the states near the centre of the band. From

the present resul t , one can observe that their approximation is a questionable

one since in the limit of weak disorder the real part of the self-energy is

not a small quantity compared to the mobility edge. On th*Tother hand, our

-3-

eriticaJ.• disorder y aixfers from their model (y /I = k.J) . Indeed,

two types of states exist in the Cayley tree, one kind with

normalization is of order H and the other one with normalization is of

order K related to the infini te dimensionality of the la t t i ce (Haydock, 1978).
Ataou—Chacrs et a i . included the second one in the i r model and cons-equently
a stronger disorder is needed to localize a l l the states since the 'bandwidth-
is larger; 2(K+l)V instead, of k JK? vhich is the exact, oanawiiitt for a
Cayley tree (Economou, 1979)-

The present result is in good agreement with the modftl of SatyaDaraymna

and Kumar (1980) which predicts the Anderson transit ion for y / I = 3.8 (Fig.3),

but in the case of a s i te diagonally disordered series parallel l a t t i e e -

eonstitued from two Cayley trees which i s expected to be a better approximation

fpr a real lattice.. Their results serve as checks to the discuasion in the

limit of weak disorder (Breaini aad Olivier).

By using the properties of continuity of the real part of the self-
energy which ia often neglected or calculated hy average procedures l ike the •
CPA method, we find results for the mobility edge as a function of disorder
in good agreement with other self-consiBtent models in a simpla way wbich moke
valid our previous vork, . : ' . - . " •
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FIGUEE CAPTIOUS

yie.l Most pro'ba'ble value y of the real part of the self-energy

as a function of disorder in JK V units.

Full line: region of veak disorder given ~by the model

(Brezini and Olivier).

Dotted line: asymptotic form of U(Y)-

FIB.2 Mobility edge as a function of disorder in tfs. V units.

Fig.3 Mobility edge as a function of disorder for K = £ and V = 1.

[a] result of Abou-Cliacraana Thouleas.

fb] tesult of Satayanarayana and Kumar.

Table I

Most probable value u of the reai part of the self-energy

as function of disorder y in ,/lC V units.

T
( / F l units)

V

(TiTv units)

0.05

0.9

0 . 1

0.81

0.15

0.73

0 . 2

0.67

0.25

o.6it

0.3

0.62

0.25

0.6

o.U

0.59
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